We present an Isabelle formalization of abstract rewriting (see, e.g., [1] ). First, we define standard relations like joinability, meetability, conversion, etc. Then, we formalize important properties of abstract rewrite systems, e.g., confluence and strong normalization. Our main concern is on strong normalization, since this formalization is the basis of [3] (which is mainly about strong normalization of term rewrite systems; see also IsaFoR/CeTA's website 1 ). Hence lemmas involving strong normalization, constitute by far the biggest part of this theory. One of those is Newman's lemma.
Infinite Sets and Related Concepts
theory Infinite-Set imports Main begin
Infinite Sets
Some elementary facts about infinite sets, mostly by Stefan Merz. Beware! Because "infinite" merely abbreviates a negation, these lemmas may not work well with blast. Infinite sets are non-empty, and if we remove some elements from an infinite set, the result is still infinite.
lemma infinite-imp-nonempty: infinite S ==> S = {} proof lemma infinite-remove: infinite S =⇒ infinite (S − {a}) proof lemma Diff-infinite-finite: assumes T : finite T and S : infinite S shows infinite (S − T ) proof lemma Un-infinite: infinite S =⇒ infinite (S ∪ T ) proof lemma infinite-Un: infinite (S ∪ T ) ←→ infinite S ∨ infinite T proof lemma infinite-super : assumes T : S ⊆ T and S : infinite S shows infinite T proof
As a concrete example, we prove that the set of natural numbers is infinite.
lemma finite-nat-bounded :
assumes S : finite (S ::nat set) shows ∃ k . S ⊆ {..<k } (is ∃ k . ?bounded S k ) proof lemma finite-nat-iff-bounded : finite (S ::nat set) = (∃ k . S ⊆ {..<k }) (is ?lhs = ?rhs) proof lemma finite-nat-iff-bounded-le: finite (S ::nat set) = (∃ k . S ⊆ {..k }) (is ?lhs = ?rhs) proof lemma infinite-nat-iff-unbounded : infinite (S ::nat set) = (∀ m. ∃ n. m<n ∧ n∈S ) (is ?lhs = ?rhs) proof lemma infinite-nat-iff-unbounded-le: infinite (S ::nat set) = (∀ m. ∃ n. m≤n ∧ n∈S ) (is ?lhs = ?rhs) proof
For a set of natural numbers to be infinite, it is enough to know that for any number larger than some k, there is some larger number that is an element of the set.
lemma unbounded-k-infinite:
assumes k : ∀ m. k <m −→ (∃ n. m<n ∧ n∈S ) shows infinite (S ::nat set) proof lemma nat-infinite: infinite (UNIV :: nat set) proof lemma nat-not-finite: finite (UNIV ::nat set) =⇒ R proof
Every infinite set contains a countable subset. More precisely we show that a set S is infinite if and only if there exists an injective function from the naturals into S. shows infinite (UNIV ::int set) proof
The "only if" direction is harder because it requires the construction of a sequence of pairwise different elements of an infinite set S. The idea is to construct a sequence of non-empty and infinite subsets of S obtained by successively removing elements of S.
lemma linorder-injI :
assumes hyp: !!x y. x < (y:: a::linorder ) ==> f x = f y shows inj f proof lemma infinite-countable-subset: assumes inf : infinite (S :: a set) shows ∃ f . inj (f ::nat ⇒ a) ∧ range f ⊆ S proof lemma infinite-iff-countable-subset: infinite S = (∃ f . inj (f ::nat ⇒ a) ∧ range f ⊆ S ) proof
For any function with infinite domain and finite range there is some element that is the image of infinitely many domain elements. In particular, any infinite sequence of elements from a finite set contains some element that occurs infinitely often.
lemma inf-img-fin-dom:
assumes img: finite (f'A) and dom: infinite A shows ∃ y ∈ f'A. infinite (f −' {y}) proof lemma inf-img-fin-domE : assumes finite (f'A) and infinite A obtains y where y ∈ f'A and infinite (f −' {y}) proof
Infinitely Many and Almost All
We often need to reason about the existence of infinitely many (resp., all but finitely many) objects satisfying some predicate, so we introduce corresponding binders and their proof rules. 
lemma INFM-E : assumes INFM x . P x obtains x where P x proof lemma MOST-I : assumes x . P x shows MOST x . P x proof lemma INFM-mono: assumes inf : ∃ ∞ x . P x and q: x . P x =⇒ Q x shows ∃ ∞ x . Q x proof lemma MOST-mono:
Properties of quantifiers with injective functions.
Properties of quantifiers with singletons.
(MOST x :: a. x = a) ←→ finite (UNIV :: a set) (MOST x :: a. a = x ) ←→ finite (UNIV :: a set) proof
Properties of quantifiers over the naturals.
lemma INFM-nat: (∃ ∞ n. P (n::nat)) = (∀ m. ∃ n. m<n ∧ P n) proof lemma INFM-nat-le: (∃ ∞ n. P (n::nat)) = (∀ m. ∃ n. m≤n ∧ P n) proof lemma MOST-nat: (∀ ∞ n. P (n::nat)) = (∃ m. ∀ n. m<n −→ P n) proof lemma MOST-nat-le: (∀ ∞ n. P (n::nat)) = (∃ m. ∀ n. m≤n −→ P n) proof
Enumeration of an Infinite Set
The set's element type must be wellordered (e.g. the natural numbers).
primrec (in wellorder ) enumerate :: a set ⇒ nat ⇒ a where enumerate-0 : enumerate S 0 = (LEAST n. n ∈ S ) | enumerate-Suc: enumerate S (Suc n) = enumerate (S − {LEAST n. n ∈ S }) n lemma enumerate-Suc : enumerate S (Suc n) = enumerate (S − {enumerate S 0 }) n proof lemma enumerate-in-set: infinite S =⇒ enumerate S n : S proof
lemma enumerate-step: infinite S =⇒ enumerate S n < enumerate S (Suc n) proof lemma enumerate-mono: m<n =⇒ infinite S =⇒ enumerate S m < enumerate S n proof lemma le-enumerate: assumes S : infinite S shows n ≤ enumerate S n proof lemma enumerate-Suc : fixes S :: a::wellorder set shows infinite S =⇒ enumerate S (Suc n) = (LEAST s. s ∈ S ∧ enumerate S n < s) proof lemma enumerate-Ex : assumes S : infinite (S ::nat set) shows s ∈ S =⇒ ∃ n. enumerate S n = s proof lemma bij-enumerate: fixes S :: nat set assumes S : infinite S shows bij-betw (enumerate S ) UNIV S proof
Miscellaneous
A few trivial lemmas about sets that contain at most one element. These simplify the reasoning about deterministic automata. type-synonym a seq = nat ⇒ a
Operations on Infinite Sequences
Adding a new element at the front. An infinite sequence is linked by a binary predicate P if every two consecutive elements satisfy it. Such a sequence is called a P-chain.
Special version for relations.
Extending a chain at the front.
lemma cons-chainp: assumes P x (S 0 ) and chainp P S shows chainp P (x #s S ) (is chainp P ?S ) proof
lemma cons-chain: assumes (x , S 0 ) ∈ r and chain r S shows chain r (x #s S ) proof A chain admits arbitrary transitive steps.
lemma chainp-imp-relpowp:
lemma chain-imp-relpow : assumes chain r S shows (S i , S (i + j )) ∈ rˆˆj proof lemma chainp-imp-tranclp: assumes chainp P S and i < j shows Pˆ++ (S i ) (S j ) proof lemma chain-imp-trancl : assumes chain r S and i < j shows (S i , S j ) ∈ rˆ+ proof A chain admits arbitrary reflexive and transitive steps.
lemma chainp-imp-rtranclp: assumes chainp P S and i ≤ j shows Pˆ * * (S i ) (S j ) proof lemma chain-imp-rtrancl : assumes chain r S and i ≤ j shows (S i , S j ) ∈ rˆ * proof If for every i there is a later index f i such that the corresponding elements satisfy the predicate P, then there is a P -chain.
If for every i there is a later index j such that the corresponding elements satisfy the predicate P, then there is a P -chain.
Predicates on Natural Numbers
If some property holds for infinitely many natural numbers, obtain an index function that points to these numbers in increasing order.
locale infinitely-many = fixes p :: nat ⇒ bool assumes infinite: INFM j . p j begin lemma inf : ∃ j ≥i . p j proof fun index :: nat seq where
assumes i1 : index n < i and i2 : i < index (Suc n) shows ¬ p i proof lemma index-ordered-le:
Assembling Infinite Words from Finite Words
Concatenate infinitely many non-empty words to an infinite word.
assumes inf : INFM i . n i > 0 and res: inf-concat n k = (i ,j ) shows j < n i proof lemma inf-concat-add :
assumes res: inf-concat n k = (i ,j ) and
assumes res: inf-concat n k = (i ,j ) and j :
and reskp: inf-concat n k = (i , j ) and lt: i < i shows k < k proof lemma inf-concat-Suc: 
Definitions
Two elements are joinable (and hence in the joinability relation) w.r.t. A, iff they have a common reduct. The symmetric closure of a relation allows steps in both directions.
A conversion is a (possibly empty) sequence of steps in the symmetric closure.
The set of normal forms of an ARS constitutes all the elements that do not have any successors.
obtains a where (a, b) ∈ Aˆ * and (a, c) ∈ Aˆ * proof
Later declarations are tried first for 'proof' and 'rule,' hence the "main" introduction / elimination rules for constants should be declared last.
lemma conversion-trans: trans (A ↔ * ) proof lemma conversion-sym: sym (Aˆ<−> * ) proof lemma rtrancl-join-join:
Properties of ARSs
The following properties on (elements of) ARSs are defined: completeness, Church-Rosser property, semi-completeness, strong normalization, unique normal forms, Weak Church-Rosser property, and weak normalization.
definition CR-on :: a rel ⇒ a set ⇒ bool where
Alternative definition of SN.
abbreviation UNF :: a rel ⇒ bool where UNF r ≡ UNF-on r UNIV definition WCR-on :: a rel ⇒ a set ⇒ bool where
definition complete-on :: a rel ⇒ a set ⇒ bool where complete-on r A ≡ SN-on r A ∧ CR-on r A abbreviation complete :: a rel ⇒ bool where complete r ≡ complete-on r UNIV definition semi-complete-on :: a rel ⇒ a set ⇒ bool where semi-complete-on r A ≡ WN-on r A ∧ CR-on r A abbreviation semi-complete :: a rel ⇒ bool where semi-complete r ≡ semi-complete-on r UNIV lemmas complete-defs = complete-on-def lemmas semi-complete-defs = semi-complete-on-def
Unique normal forms with respect to conversion.
SN-on r A =⇒ CR-on r A =⇒ complete-on r A proof
lemma semi-complete-onI : WN-on r A =⇒ CR-on r A =⇒ semi-complete-on r A proof lemma semi-complete-onE : semi-complete-on r A =⇒ (WN-on r A =⇒ CR-on r A =⇒ P ) =⇒ P proof 
Restricting a relation r to those elements that are strongly normalizing with respect to a relation s. lemma UNC-imp-UNF : assumes UNC r shows UNF r proof lemma join-NF-imp-eq: assumes (x ,y) ∈ r ↓ and x ∈ NF r and y ∈ NF r shows x = y proof lemma CR-iff-meet-subset-join: CR r = (r ↑ ⊆ r ↓ ) proof lemma CR-divergence-imp-join:
assumes CR r and (x ,y) ∈ rˆ * and (x ,z ) ∈ rˆ * shows (y,z ) ∈ r assumes CR r and (x ,y) ∈ rˆ * and (x ,z ) ∈ r ↓ shows (y,z ) ∈ r ↓ proof lemma CR-join-right-I : assumes CR r and (x ,y) ∈ r ↓ and (y,z ) ∈ rˆ * shows (x ,z ) ∈ r ↓ proof lemma NF-not-suc: assumes (x ,y) ∈ rˆ * and x ∈ NF r shows x = y proof lemma semi-complete-imp-conversionIff-same-NF :
lemma CR-imp-UNC : assumes CR r shows UNC r proof lemma WN-UNF-imp-CR: assumes WN r and UNF r shows CR r proof
lemma diamond-imp-CR: assumes ♦ r shows CR r proof lemma diamond-imp-CR : assumes ♦ s and r ⊆ s and s ⊆ rˆ * shows CR r proof Restrict an ARS to elements of a given set.
definition restrict :: a rel ⇒ a set ⇒ a rel where restrict r S ≡ {(x , y). x ∈ S ∧ y ∈ S ∧ (x , y) ∈ r } lemma SN-on-restrict: assumes SN-on r A
shows SN-on (restrict r S ) A (is SN-on ?r A) proof lemma restrict-rtrancl : (restrict r S )ˆ * ⊆ rˆ * (is ?rˆ * ⊆ rˆ * ) proof lemma rtrancl-Image-step: assumes a ∈ rˆ * '' A and (a, b) ∈ rˆ * shows b ∈ rˆ * '' A proof 
assumes SN-on r A and s ⊆ r shows SN-on s A proof 
lemma ideriv-split: assumes ideriv : ideriv R S as and nideriv :
lemma ideriv-SN : assumes SN : SN S and compat: NS O S ⊆ S and R: R ⊆ NS ∪ S shows ¬ ideriv (S ∩ R) (R − S ) as proof
assumes SN-on r {x } shows ∃ y. (x , y) ∈ rˆ * ∧ y ∈ NF r proof lemma SN-WCR-reaches-NF : assumes SN : SN-on r {x } and WCR: WCR-on r {x . SN-on r {x }} shows ∃ ! y. (x ,y) ∈ rˆ * ∧ y ∈ NF r proof definition some-NF :: a rel ⇒ a ⇒ a where some-NF r x ≡ SOME y. (x , y) ∈ rˆ * ∧ y ∈ NF r lemma some-NF : assumes SN : SN-on r {x } shows (x ,some-NF r x ) ∈ rˆ * ∧ some-NF r x ∈ NF r proof lemma the-NF : assumes SN : SN-on r {x } and WCR: WCR-on r {x . SN-on r {x }} and steps: (x ,y) ∈ rˆ * and NF : y ∈ NF r shows y = some-NF r x proof lemma the-NF-UNF :
assumes UNF : UNF r and steps: (x ,y) ∈ rˆ * and NF : y ∈ NF r shows y = some-NF r x proof definition weak-diamond :: a rel ⇒ bool (w ♦) where w ♦ r ≡ (r
lemma weak-diamond-imp-CR: assumes wd : w ♦ r shows CR r proof lemma steps-imp-not-SN-on: fixes t :: a ⇒ b and R :: b rel assumes steps:
fixes t :: a ⇒ b and R :: b rel assumes steps:
assumes fg: t u R . P t =⇒ Q R =⇒ (t,u) ∈ R =⇒ P u ∧ (f t, f u) ∈ g R and t: P t and R: Q R and S : Q S shows ((t,u)
Terminating part of a relation
inductive-set SN-part :: a rel ⇒ a set for r :: a rel where
The accessible part of a relation is the same as the terminating part (just two names for the same definition -modulo argument order). See ( y. (y, ?x ) ∈ ?r =⇒ y ∈ acc ?r ) =⇒ ?x ∈ acc ?r.
If all successors are terminating, then the current element is also terminating. Considering a relation R relative to another relation S, i.e., R-steps may be preceded and followd by arbitrary many S -steps. definition SN-rel-on-alt :: a rel ⇒ a rel ⇒ a set ⇒ bool where
abbreviation SN-rel :: a rel ⇒ a rel ⇒ bool where SN-rel R S ≡ SN-rel-on R S UNIV abbreviation SN-rel-alt :: a rel ⇒ a rel ⇒ bool where SN-rel-alt R S ≡ SN-rel-on-alt R S UNIV lemma steps-preserve-SN-on-relto: assumes steps: (a, b) ∈ (R ∪ S )ˆ * and SN : SN-on (relto R S ) {a} shows SN-on (relto R S ) {b} proof lemma SN-rel-on-imp-SN-rel-on-alt: SN-rel-on R S T =⇒ SN-rel-on-alt R S T proof lemma SN-rel-on-alt-imp-SN-rel-on: SN-rel-on-alt R S T =⇒ SN-rel-on R S T proof lemma SN-rel-on-conv : SN-rel-on = SN-rel-on-alt proof lemmas SN-rel-defs = SN-rel-on-def SN-rel-on-alt-def lemma SN-rel-on-alt-r-empty : SN-rel-on-alt {} S T proof lemma SN-rel-on-alt-s-empty : SN-rel-on-alt R {} = SN-on R proof lemma SN-rel-on-mono : assumes R: R ⊆ R and S : S ⊆ R ∪ S and SN : SN-rel-on R S T shows SN-rel-on R S T proof lemma relto-mono: assumes R ⊆ R and S ⊆ S shows relto R S ⊆ relto R S proof lemma SN-rel-on-mono: assumes R: R ⊆ R and S : S ⊆ S and SN : SN-rel-on R S T shows SN-rel-on R S T proof
assumes SN-rel-on R S T shows SN-on R T proof
lemma SN-rel-to-SN-rel-alt: SN-rel R S =⇒ SN-rel-alt R S proof lemma SN-rel-alt-to-SN-rel : SN-rel-alt R S =⇒ SN-rel R S proof lemma SN-rel-alt-r-empty : SN-rel-alt {} S proof
lemma SN-rel-mono: assumes R: R ⊆ R and S : S ⊆ S and SN : SN-rel R S shows SN-rel R S proof 
lemma SN-rel-ext-trans: fixes P Pw R Rw :: a rel and M ::
lemma SN-rel-ext-map: fixes P Pw R Rw P Pw R Rw :: a rel and M M :: a ⇒ bool defines Ms: Ms ≡ {(s,t). M t} defines A: A ≡ (P ∪ Pw ∪ R ∪ Rw ) ∩ Ms assumes SN : SN-rel-ext P Pw R Rw M and P :
and Rw : s t. I s =⇒ M s =⇒ M t =⇒ (s,t) ∈ Rw =⇒ (f s, f t) ∈ Aˆ * ∧ I t shows SN-rel-ext P Pw R Rw M proof lemma SN-rel-ext-map-min: fixes P Pw R Rw P Pw R Rw :: a rel and M M :: a ⇒ bool defines Ms: Ms ≡ {(s,t). M t} defines A: A ≡ P ∩ Ms ∪ Pw ∩ Ms ∪ R ∪ Rw assumes SN : SN-rel-ext P Pw R Rw M and M :
t. M t =⇒ M (f t) and M : s t. M s =⇒ (s,t) ∈ R ∪ Rw =⇒ M t and P :
assumes R: R ⊆ R and S : S ⊆ S and SN : SN (relto R S ) shows SN (relto R S ) proof lemma SN-relto-imp-SN : assumes SN (relto R S ) shows SN R proof
Termination inheritance by transitivity (see, e.g., Geser's thesis).
lemma trans-subset-SN : assumes trans R and R ⊆ (r ∪ s) and SN r and SN s shows SN R proof We define several classes of orders which are used to build ordered semirings. Note that we do not use Isabelle's preorders since the condition x > y = x ≥ y ∧ y ≥ x is sometimes not applicable. E.g., for δ-orders over the rationals we have 0.2 ≥ 0.1 ∧ 0.1 ≥ 0.2, but 0.2 > δ 0.1 does not hold if δ is larger than 0.1. We do not use a class to define order-pairs of a strict and a weak-order since often we have parametric strict orders, e.g. on rational numbers there are several orders > where x > y = x ≥ y + δ for some parameter δ locale SN-both-mono-ordered-semiring-1 = both-mono-ordered-semiring-1 + assumes SN : SN {(x ,y) . arc-pos y ∧ x y} locale weak-SN-strict-mono-ordered-semiring-1 = fixes weak-gt :: a :: ordered-semiring-1 ⇒ a ⇒ bool and default :: a and mono :: a ⇒ bool assumes weak-gt-mono: ∀ x y. (x ,y) ∈ set xys −→ weak-gt x y =⇒ ∃ gt. SN-strict-mono-ordered-semiring-1 default gt mono ∧ (∀ x y. (x ,y) ∈ set xys −→ gt x y) locale weak-SN-both-mono-ordered-semiring-1 = fixes weak-gt :: a :: ordered-semiring-1 ⇒ a ⇒ bool and default :: a and arc-pos :: a ⇒ bool assumes weak-gt-both-mono: ∀ x y. (x ,y) ∈ set xys −→ weak-gt x y =⇒ ∃ gt. SN-both-mono-ordered-semiring-1 default gt arc-pos ∧ (∀ x y. (x ,y) ∈ set xys −→ gt x y) class poly-carrier = max-ordered-semiring-1 + comm-semiring-1 locale poly-order-carrier = SN-one-mono-ordered-semiring-1 default gt for default :: a :: poly-carrier and gt (infix 50 ) + This theory shows that standard semirings can be used in combination with polynomials, e.g. the naturals, integers, rationals.
It also contains the arctic integers and rationals where 0 is -infty, 1 is zero, + is max and * is plus. 6.3 The standard semiring over the rationals using deltaorderings definition rat-gt :: rat ⇒ rat ⇒ rat ⇒ bool where rat-gt δ ≡ (λ x y. x − y ≥ δ) lemma rat-gt-SN : assumes dpos: δ > 0 shows SN {(x ,y). 0 ≤ y ∧ rat-gt δ x y} proof definition rat-mono :: rat ⇒ bool where rat-mono x ≡ x ≥ 1 instantiation rat :: max-ordered-semiring-1 begin fun ge-rat :: rat ⇒ rat ⇒ bool where ge-rat x y = (y ≤ x ) fun max0-rat :: rat ⇒ rat where max0-rat x = max 0 x instance proof end instantiation rat :: bin-max-ordered-semiring-1 begin instance proof end instantiation rat :: poly-carrier begin instance proof end lemma rat-interpretation: assumes dpos: δ > 0 and default: δ ≤ def shows SN-strict-mono-ordered-semiring-1 def (rat-gt δ) rat-mono proof lemma rat-poly: assumes dpos: δ > 0 and default: δ ≤ def shows poly-order-carrier def (rat-gt δ) (1 ≤ δ) False proof lemma rat-minimal-delta: assumes x y :: rat. (x ,y) ∈ set xys =⇒ x > y shows ∃ δ > 0 . ∀ x y. (x ,y) ∈ set xys −→ rat-gt δ x y proof interpretation weak-rat-SN : weak-SN-strict-mono-ordered-semiring-1 op > 1 rat-mono proof 6.4 The arctic semiring over the integers plus is interpreted as max, times is interpreted as plus, 0 is -infinity, 1 is 0 datatype arctic = MinInfty | Num-arc int instantiation arctic :: max-ordered-semiring-1 | plus-arctic-rat x MinInfty-rat = x
